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Citadel 7 Series Overview 
Nutshell; In development since 2008, as a whole, the Citadel 7 Series follows the adventures of 
Superverse warden Commander Ben Bloch and his struggle to prevent the total collapse of the 
time space continuum.
 
Large perspective; Citadel 7 is the life story of commander Ben Bloch and his small band of 
unimaginable and unorthodox allies who step up to ensure existence does not implode at the 
hands of a great intelligence obsessed with only one objective, perfection. It is up to Ben and his 
crew to ensure all life across the time space continuum is not erased for an alternate beginning. 
 
Ben’s dark secret and journeys see him takes part in volatile battles between various superverse 
races either side of the mortal incorporeal divide known as the superverse. As trials of courage 
and challenging intercosmos alliances form, Ben is driven to recognize that he has a major part 
to play in events determining the fate of, not just the worlds and realms within the time space 
continuum, but the survival of all existence.

Publisher’s insider note; Zero, oldest of the Evercycles who are creators of superverse existence, 
is dissatisfied with multiverse evolution perfection and intends a full existence reset. Divided 
and deceived by Zero, remaining Evercycle Council members manipulate the mortal-ethereal 
Continuum for independent aims, and soon enough, war for dominance breaks out across the 
intercosmos.

About The Author

As a young Australian adult Yuan Jur served a term in the Australian military. Post that time he 
sought the solitude of monastic life as a Buddhist monk. He was eventually promoted to abbot and 
theologian in Buddhism’s warrior-caste arm known in the West as Zen. As a senior theologian, 
Yuan Jur studied many belief systems, doctrine and ideology from around the world and taught 
through storytelling. During those decades, he also gained a master’s degree in Chinese martial 
arts and medieval weaponry.

End 2007;After a life threatening illness ended his monastic career, Yuan Jur applied knowledge 
gained from decades of study in both life-immersing paths with a love of Sci fi/ alternate world 
fantasy to become a Sci-Fi/ alternate worlds author for adults. His aim was to construct a totally 
new and immersive multiverse experience for readers, using a space time continuum and 
interdimensional environments as the foundation for the characters to experience life through. 
That endeavor resulted in his original Sci Fi Superverse series called Citadel 7, which as of 2013 
encompassed the prequel novel trilogy called Earth’s Secret (1st place Sci fi Cygnus award 2013) 
followed by novels Allies in Anarchy part 1&2 and Gates of Wrath.
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Citadel 7 series Detailed overview
 
The Citadel 7 Series, written by Yuan Jur, has been in constant development since 2008. Each 
novel resides within what I have termed the “Superverse,” where sentient beings both mortal 
and incorporeal evolve from one incarnation to another as part of the time-space “Continuum” 
comprising both ethereal and mortal worlds. The series begins with the Earth’s Secret Trilogy 
which won outright 1st place in the 2013 American Chanticleer Blue Ribbon Cygnus awards for 
Science fiction.
 
Now a fully edited and proofed trilogy for publication, Citadel 7 Earth’s Secret trilogy is set to 
launch the ten other titles that follow in the series. Six of the thirteen titles in all are completed 
polished works. Each of the stories in the initial trilogy has been edited by specialist Sci/ fi editor 
Mr. John David Kudrick, based in the United States.
 
While all the stories are first and foremost sci-fi/fantasy tales, they also heavily weave in threads of 
adventure and military action. Much of my novel series’ foundation comes from my thirty-five years 
of experience as an abbot and theologian in a warrior-caste arm of Buddhism known as Zen. In 
addition, knowledge from my master’s degree in Chinese martial arts and medieval weaponry has 
also been woven into the series.
 
The citadel 7 focus group of 25 beta readers have expressed that elements of Citael 7 remind 
them of novels such as: The Mote in God’s Eye by Larry Niven and Jerry Pournelle, The Atrocity 
Archives by Charles Stross and long standing TV series such as Doctor Who and Fire Fly. 
The Earth’s Secret trilogy titles are: Enemy of Existence (~91,000 words), Truth and War Tales 
(~99,000), and A Test of Good and Evil (~106,000).
 
Additionally, since 2009, I have had a strong online presence, including a high-end website: www. 
Citadel7online.com. The site features a comprehensive portfolio of professionally developed 
character art and environments encountered in the series and a premium animated book trailer 
accompanied by an original music score and theme.  Two Facebook pages are also established: 
one for marketing the book series and one as the author.
 
C7’s professional artist Dai Cameron has created a brand identity for the series, which is intended 
to be used across the board for the series.
 
Finally, professional screenwriters Ngaire O’Leary and Yuan Jur have developed a full treatment 
and screenplay for a premium TV series focusing on the Earth’s Secret Trilogy.
 
Beyond Earth’s Secret; The next two Citadel 7 titles of Allies in Anarchy pt 1&2 (~108k) (Now a 
Cygnus award finalist 2014) and Gates of Wrath (~119,500k) in end edit process. Beyond that, 
eight more titles have already been conceived and outlined. Book 7 Ann Mac Celestial huntress 
begins production 2015.
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Author Biography

Yuan jur

 
As a young Australian adult Yuan Jur served a term in the Australian military. Post that time he 
sought the solitude of monastic life as a Buddhist monk. He was eventually promoted to abbot and 
theologian in Buddhism’s warrior-caste arm known in the West as Zen. As a senior theologian, 
Yuan Jur studied many belief systems, doctrine and ideology from around the world and taught 
through storytelling. During those decades, he also gained a master’s degree in Chinese martial 
arts and medieval weaponry.
 
Late 2007; After a life threatening illness ended his monastic career, Yuan Jur applied knowledge 
gained from decades of study in both life-immersing paths with a love of Sci fi/ alternate world 
fantasy to become a Sci-Fi/ alternate worlds author for adults. His aim was to construct a totally 
new and immersive multiverse experience for readers, using a space time continuum and 
interdimensional environments as the foundation for the characters to experience life through. The 
continuing work resulted in an original Sci Fi Superverse series called Citadel 7.  

2010 2012 Citadel 7 encompassed an initial novel trilogy called Earth’s Secret.
2012; Joined the Australian society of authors.
2013; attended by invitation the International Algonkian Writers Conference San Francisco.
2013; Citadel 7 Earth’s Secret wins 1st place in the US Chanticleer writing competition Sci fi 
Cygnus award
2014; Allies in anarchy makes finalist list for Chanticleer Cygnus Awards 2014 (contest outcome 
TBA)
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Earth’s secret trilogy

Earth Secret trilogy; Enemy of Existence─ traces young Ben Blochentackle’s introduction to the 
superverse in his present incarnation as an Australian youth in the mid 1960s. In this present he meets his 
beyond Earth mentors just before the horrific death of his father.
The two strange characters called Uniss and Dogg offer Ben an adventure to uphold justice and explore the 
intercosmos. Ben accepts and his mentors take him on a start up mission to defeat a corrupt omnipotent 
being called Herrex who is their initial threat to the collapse of all existence. What he doesn’t realize is─ his 
own dark secret is the key to the entire outcome.

Ben is first introduced to realms and worlds beyond Earth while being trained as a profiler (a warden of 
the Superverse Continuum). He ignorantly carries a far past secret of his own that threatens existence. A 
secret his enemies are aware of and one they desire for their own machinations. By Enemy of Existence 
end─ Ben has had several life threatening situations and the kindling of a lifelong love interest that has 
far reaching consequences for both allies and enemy alike. He must adapt to the treacherous life as an 
intercosmos warden’s apprentice of the superverse, while adjusting to an alliance with a fearsome mortal 
warrior race called the Scarzen, who are ultimately his greatest teachers. With his new allies, Ben must 
ensure Herrex’s resurrection on planet Tora fails while avoiding being captured by a cunning and diabolical 
agent of their nemesis called Starlin. To achieve this, his sacrifices and choices are never straight forward 
and always have a cost. Enemy of Existence has a cliff hanger finish and sees Ben only just escape from 
Starlin’s clutches with his mentors in peril. From there we step into book 2 of the Earth’s Secret trilogy, 
Truth and War Tales, where the emerging on-world inter race war and Herrex’s imminent resurrection 
starts from page one. By Trilogies end in A Test of Good and Evil, Ben emerges as a true commander and 
warden of the superverse intercosmos. It is then in Citadel 7 Book 4 called Allies in Anarchy that his greater 
adventures are laid before him aboard the Maxalon interverse carrier Cagney.

With intense battles, interspecies friendships, universal upheaval, original technology, and internal 
emotional struggles for Commander Bloch and his crew, Citadel 7 novels are stories that will resonate with 
fans of contemporary sci-fi/fantasy anywhere. 

Winner - 2013 Chanticleer 
science fiction CyGnus award 
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quall assassin crossfire 

Talaza Bane is a Quall Assassin of some repute. His place on his world and clan is clear and 
uncomplicated, but his bones tell him that is about to change after seeing the star lord’s landing craft. 
Talaza’s bones are never wrong. As with the oncoming of a great tidal wave, all catastrophe begins with the 
smallest shift in ordinary circumstance. 
For those paying attention it is perhaps only the slightest of feeling something is amiss, but the signs are 
there. It is on planet Tora on Talaza’s hunting ground only days before the arrival of the stranger he has 
been forewarned of, that events are set in motion to ensure the time space continuum can never recover 
from its intended course of destruction.  

As a prequel to Citadel 7’s big story (Earth’s Secret), through Talaza’s experience we meet pivotal 
individuals on one collision course whose choices will have a direct impact for the stranger and the 
cataclysm coming, not just on Tora, but all existence.

About The Author

As a young Australian adult Yuan Jur served a term in the Australian military. Post that time he sought 
the solitude of monastic life as a Buddhist monk. He was eventually promoted to abbot and theologian in 
Buddhism’s warrior-caste arm known in the West as Zen. As a senior theologian, Yuan Jur studied many 
belief systems, doctrine and ideology from around the world and taught through storytelling. During those 
decades, he also gained a master’s degree in Chinese martial arts and medieval weaponry.

End 2007;After a life threatening illness ended his monastic career, Yuan Jur applied knowledge gained 
from decades of study in both life-immersing paths with a love of Sci fi/ alternate world fantasy to become a 
Sci-Fi/ alternate worlds author for adults. His aim was to construct a totally new and immersive multiverse 
experience for readers, using a space time continuum and interdimensional environments as the foundation 
for the characters to experience life through. That endeavor resulted in his original Sci Fi Superverse series 
called Citadel 7, which as of 2013 encompassed the prequel novel trilogy called Earth’s Secret (1st place 
Sci fi Cygnus award 2013) followed by novels Allies in Anarchy part 1&2 and Gates of Wrath.

Citadel 7 book series follows the 
adventures of Superverse warden 
Commander Ben Bloch and his 
struggle to prevent the total collapse 
of the time space continuum. 

Quall assassin’s Crossfire is a first 
window into that superverse. 
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REviews
Vastly more original and intriguing than Game of Thrones, more mature and engaging 
than either Harry Potter or Star Wars, the Citadel 7 series is, I believe, destined to become 
the “next big thing”! After thoroughly enjoying Book 1 of Citadel 7’s series: Earth’s Secret, 
I eagerly anticipated Book 2 Allies in Anarchy. Second in the foundation trilogy, AIA 
immersed me in its visceral world environments, again inviting me to continue sharing the 
journey with characters I had come to love. 
- NIGEL COOK

I only occasionally read fantasy fiction, but thoroughly enjoyed the odyssey through Yuan 
Jur’s rich and vibrant worlds, populated with races and beings that are dizzyingly imagined, 
yet so richly detailed that they become familiar and natural to the reader.  Citadel 7: Earth’s 
Secret’s particular strength is its enormous scope.
- VINCE FOG

Citadel 7: Earth’s Secret has earned its place on my bookshelf. I have read too many 
fantasy novels that have left me underwhelmed: clichéd characters, two-dimensional 
worlds, linear plotting. It always frustrates me, and I never keep the book. Citadel 7 is 
different. The characters are unique and diverse, and have complex personalities and 
agendas. 
- MATT LAMB 

If the worth of a book is to be judged by whether or not the reader can tear themselves 
away from it, then Citadel Seven by Yuan Jur rates right up there with the best page 
turners. The depth of the characters, the breadth of the settings, the pace of the story, the 
twists and turns that you don’t see coming, but when they arrive you “know” they could 
be no other way make this book something special. At the end you are left satisfied, yet 
wanting to know more. I can’t wait until the next book is finished!
- SUSANA SABINE MSS

Being an avid fantasy reader for many years, I was surprised to find an author in Yuan 
Jur that could spark new interest in the genre for me. His engaging style, originality and 
depth in his universe, and strongly detailed plot and characters are a breath of fresh air in 
a genre (fantasy fiction) that at times has seemed increasingly stale in recent years. Yuan 
Jur allows the reader to fully delve into his Citadel Seven universe (and beyond), providing 
insights into profound concepts through an entertaining cast of characters, choices and 
locations.
- ANON
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Citadel 7 sci-fi novel 3D MODEL images

SCARZEN BUNKER DETAIL

SCARZEN BUNKER DETAIL

FARRON REAR VIEW 

FARRON BRIDGE 

SCARZEN BUNKER TOP VIEW

FARRON UNDER CARRIAGE VIEW

FARRON BRIDGE 

SCARZEN BUNKER DETAIL
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Citadel 7 sci-fi novel CHARACTER images
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Citadel 7 sci-fi novel catalogue
As a whole, the Citadel 7 Series follows the adventures of Superverse warden Commander Ben 
Bloch and his struggle to prevent the total collapse of the time space Continuum. The Superverse 
creator and oldest of the Evercycles, Zero, is dissatisfied with multiverse evolution perfection and 
intends a full existence reset. Divided and deceived by Zero, the remaining Evercycle Council 
members manipulate the mortal-ethereal Continuum for independent aims, and soon enough, war 
for dominance breaks out across the intercosmos. Ben’s journeys see him takes part in epic battles 
between various superverse races. Trials of courage and challenging intercosmos alliances drive 
Ben to understand that he has a major part to play in events that will determine the fate of not just 
the time space continuum but all existence.

Citadel 7 Sci-Fi Novel Series  Catalogue

Foundation Trilogy: Earth’s Secret (Chanticleer Cygnus Award 2013)

Enemy of Existence
Truth & War Tales
A Test of Good & Evil

Expanding series Novels:

Citadel 7 Allies in Anarchy
Citadel 7 Gates of Wrath
Citadel 7 Scarzen Origins; Times of the Nur  
Citadel7 The Scarzen Diaries
Citadel 7 The Book of Assassins
Citadel 7 Ann Mac Ethereal Huntress
Citadel 7 Bad Business
Citadel 7 The adventures of Rachel Heavensent
Citadel 7 Cluster 47; Turning the tide
Citadel 7 Drak Evolutions

Citadel 7  Short Stories:

A Change of Destinies
Quall assassin Crossfire;
The plight of Rudy Barabbas; flagged to be made into short film by respected screen writers.
Whispers of an Intercosmos Maître Di 1 Eader
Whispers of an Intercosmos Maître Di 2 Eader Returns
Blue rock 597
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